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Newsletter
Dear Parents/Guardians,
Orange Day
Thank you to the students who supported
Orange Day today. The money raised from
this event goes to support the Orangutans
in Indonesia. Thanks to Mrs Stanszus and
the student leadership team for all their
work on this charity fund raiser. A great
effort on their part.
Pupil Free Day
Just a reminder that this Friday is a Pupil
Free Day. Students should not attend school
on this day.
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Coming Events
Term 3 2017
Fri. 18/8
Mon. 21/8-25/8
Fri. 25/8
Fri. 1/9
Wed. 20/9
Fri. 22/9

Pupil Free Day
Book Week
Basketball Lightning Premiership
Father’s Day Stall
FEAST Rehearsal & Concert
End of Term
Footy Day & End of Term Lunch
Students dismissed 2:30pm

with feedback. At this stage, we have had a 26% response rate.
Long Service Leave
Finally, I just wanted to let the school community know that I will
be taking Long Service Leave from Monday August 21st until the
end of Term 3. Mrs Barb Heeney will be the Acting Principal
during my leave and please do not hesitate to make contact with
her if necessary.

Book Week
Next week is Book Week and the theme for this year is Escape to
Everywhere. As mentioned in previous newsletters, we are ‘resting’
the Book Character Parade this year, but it will return in 2018. This
year, all grades will be decorating their classroom doors with a book
based theme. In addition, the kids will be participating in a number
of activities in their classrooms over the entire week.

Until next time,

Brian McFall (Principal)

In the P-2 area CARP Productions will be performing on Monday
August 21st and classes will be running impromptu drama groups
throughout the week.
In one of the activities the kids in 3/4B and 4/5W will be acting out
their favourite picture story books with parents welcome to watch
this on Thursday. Keep an eye out for a note closer to the time.
In 5/6O and 5/6S they are running a design a front cover for a
picture story book competition over the week.
Parent Opinion Survey
Thank you to those parents
who have completed the
Parent Opinion Survey. The
survey is open until Sunday
August 27th. We appreciate
you taking the time to complete the survey and provide the school

Student Attendance
last week
Percentage of students at school

89.8

Percentage of students on time

93.0

Our school will implement the Child Safe Standards to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all students at the school and
promote an organisational culture that manages the risk of child abuse and neglect.
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Newsletter
Student of the Week
Monday 21st August

Happy Birthday

PM—Ella R.—For working hard on her maths
activities.

Aug. 18th
Aug. 19th

Tyreese B.
Patricia R.

4/5W
3/4B

1/2S—Naiah-Rose T.—For always doing great
writing work.
1/2R—Lilly F.—For playing respectfully in the
playground.
2/3H—Dylan
C.—For
showing
improvement with his reading.

great

3/4B—Trinity V.—For being persistent in her
learning.

4/5W—Jasmine B.—For
during FEAST rehearsals.

her

enthusiasm

5/6S—Emma B.—For some fantastic reading
during ROK sessions.
5/6O—Jamie M.—For some expert reading
during ROK sessions last week.

The operating hours are:

TUESDAY – 3:15pm – 3:45am
FRIDAY - 8:45 – 9:15am and
3:15 – 3:45pm

School Choir
We are very proud to announce our
Choir Members of the month for
July 2017.
They are: Brook P. 5/6S, Maurice P. 5/6S and Carla A.
5/6S.
These senior students have excellent attendance
records and are great role models for the younger
members of the choir.
Congratulations Brook, Maurice & Carla, keep up the
good work!
We would also like to congratulate the following
people on receiving attendance certificates:
10 Lessons
Ceaser S.
15 Lessons
Kenneth R & Christopher P.
20 Lessons
Taane C, Belinda A, Charlee B, Chloe D, Lilah H,
Patricia R, Cabriell T, Trinity V, Jasmine B, Jaxton E,
Andjelija S, Brook P, Mackenzie F, Emma L, Mia R,
Lily H & Mac H.
Until next time.........FEPS Harmony

Our school will implement the Child Safe Standards to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all students at the school and
promote an organisational culture that manages the risk of child abuse and neglect.
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PARENT CORNER
Secrets of Managing
Boy’s Behaviour
I found this great article by
Michael Grose. If you have
boys it contains some fantastic
information on how boys see
the world around them.
Boys are behaviourally more challenging for parents
than girls. Their physical nature, their boisterousness
and their propensity to push boundaries can be
challenging, particularly if parents are used to
managing girls.
There are some basic rules to follow when managing
boys. If you follow these then I believe you’ll
successfully raise a boy who is eager to cooperate
with you, will adapt to most of the social situations he
encounters and, importantly, will treat others with
dignity and respect. In a nutshell, a well-behaved boy!
1. Boys like rules, limits and expectations
Boys like to know who’s in charge and what the rules
are. They also like to know that someone will enforce
those rules. They are hierarchical by nature too, so
don’t be too wishy-washy about who’s in charge. You
don’t have to use the same authoritarian methods as
your parents may have used, but don’t be afraid to
take a firm lead with your sons.
2. Boys learn from consequences (natural and
logical)
Boys are more likely to be heuristic learners than
girls. That is, they are more likely to learn from
experience. Parents then need to allow boys to
experience the consequences of their poor choices
so they learn not to behave in those ways.
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Protecting boys from their poor choices doesn’t
develop responsibility or independence. Telling
them they need to improve their behaviour doesn’t
work either. Let them experience the negative
consequences of poor behaviour and they will be
more likely to change their ways. It just takes a few
negative experiences before they learn.Boys will
cop most of your discipline as long as it’s fair and
reasonable. However, fairness is not only about
being even-handed with your discipline. Particularly
when implementing consequences, fairness is about
being just, about not going too far with your
consequences and about respecting their dignity:
the three Rs of discipline:
Related: the consequence is related to what they
have done. (Late home so don’t go out next time.)
Reasonable: you don’t go too far with a
consequence. (“You’re grounded for a day” rather
than “You’re grounded for a month.”)
Respectful: boys maintain their dignity
throughout the discipline process. (Consequence
given in a friendly, calm way.
3. Boys love consistency
Boys love consistency in their parents – it makes
them feel that they are in control. On the other hand,
parents who exhibit extreme emotional highs and
lows can make life difficult for boys as all the boys’
energy is consumed dealing with fear or the
uncertainty of life. In a behavioural sense, boys also
like to know that their parents mean what they say
and say what they mean. Again, they like to be able
to predict their parents’ reactions, which gives them
a feeling of control. Follow through with
consequences rather than just threaten or shout.
They’ll respect you for it and know that you love
them.
4. Manage visually
Use boys’ heightened visual awareness to
advantage by using lists, checklists and rosters to
do the managing. In particular, most boys and all
kids on the autism spectrum like the constancy and
consistency of visual messages and reminders that
support and reinforce verbal communication.
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5. Teach them how to cool off
Methods such as time out, cuddling and comforting
are useful to help young children learn to cool down.
As boys move into school age and beyond, help
them understand the triggers that can lead to anger,
then discuss various methods to help them regain
some calm. Deep breathing, getting some exercise
or thinking about something different are simple
ways of relaxing. Work out some ways with your son
that will help him stay cool and in control when he
needs to.
6. Get them to reflect on what they’ve done
If a boy misbehaves, never ask him “Why?” He
usually won’t be able to tell you. Instead, get him to
revisit the moment of poor behaviour and try to get a
window into his thinking or motivation at the time.
“What were you thinking about when you did…?”
“What was going on to make you want to do that?”
“What will you do differently next time?” This type of
question helps ensure that boys learn from their
experiences so they behave differently the next time
they are in a similar situation.
7. Encourage boys to repair and restore
relationship breakdowns
Many boys naturally move on after conflict. This is
often perceived as a strength or a positive compared
to girls who can make conflict linger far longer than
necessary. However, boys can often neglect
repairing relationships as a result, which can lead
them to be perceived as callous or uncaring.
Following conflict with a sibling or a friend,
encourage boys to make amends with the aggrieved
person, either with an apology or an act of kindness.
Alternatively, consider sitting down with both ‘sides’
to discuss what happened, what they might do
differently next time and, in some cases, so that your
boy can listen to how the aggrieved person felt about
what happened. Some boys need assistance to
develop the empathy to see how their remarks or
behaviour can adversely impact others.
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Book Fair

As part of our Book Week celebrations we
will be holding our annual
Scholastic Book Fair.
The Book Fair will be held in the conference
Room near the office.
It will be open before school 8.45 to 9.00
am and after school 3.30 until 4.00pm.
The Book Fair will run from Monday the 21st
of August until Thursday the 24th of
August.
The children will be able to visit the Book
Fair at lunch and recess as well.
There will be a variety of small items such
as pens, pencils and erasers starting from
$1.00 and books including picture story,
wacky packs and books suitable for gifts
starting at $5.00.
All funds from the Book Fair go towards new
books for our school library. We are able to
get a large supply of new books each year
from the proceeds of the Book Fair.
Please note: Cash is our preferred payment
option.
I hope to see many children and parents at
the Book Fair.
Thank you
Jennifer Hoyne

Please remember that my door is always open.
Barb Heeney Student Wellbeing Manager
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Frankston East Primary School
Our Purpose:
To provide the Frankston East Community with a friendly and dynamic learning environment that engages students who work
to achieve their personal best in an atmosphere of mutual respect and cooperation.

Frankston East Primary School promotes itself as an “Established School with Modern Ideas, based on Traditional Values”
We Value:
RESPECT

We respect the rights of each other and our environment.

TOLERANCE

We accept individual differences in every way.

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

We believe in the right of every child to excel to their personal best.

CONFIDENCE

We instil in the child the confidence to approach the unknown.

COMMUNITY INTERACTION

We encourage honest and open community interaction and involvement

FUN

We never lose sight of the fun and enjoyment of learning.

MUSICAL APPRECIATION

We incorporate musical awareness, appreciation and performance throughout our
programs.

SPORTING INVOLVMENT

Sporting involvement at all ages provides a wonderful insight into the development of
people skills

Our commitment to child safety
Frankston East Primary School is committed to child safety. We want children to be safe, happy and empowered. We support and
respect all children, as well as our staff and volunteers. We are committed to the safety, participation and empowerment of all children.
We have zero tolerance of child abuse, and all allegations and safety concerns will be treated very seriously and consistently with our
robust policies and procedures. We have legal and moral obligations to contact authorities when we are worried about a child’s safety,
which we follow rigorously.
Our school is committed to preventing child abuse and identifying risks early, and removing and reducing these risks. Our school has
robust human resources and recruitment practices for all staff and volunteers. Our school is committed to regularly training and educating
our staff and volunteers on child abuse risks.
We are committed to the cultural safety of Aboriginal children, the cultural safety of children from a culturally and/or linguistically diverse
backgrounds, and to providing a safe environment for children with a disability.
We have specific policies, procedures and training in place that support our leadership team, staff and volunteers to achieve these
commitments. If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse phone 000.

Our school will implement the Child Safe Standards to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all students at the school and
promote an organisational culture that manages the risk of child abuse and neglect.

